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A  12-year plan in 3 four-

year phases: 
 

20015-2019 Raise up 128 training cen-

ters in key slum areas, in very large cit-

ies there may be more than one training 

center. Grow by doubling each year 

starting with 16 training centers: 16, 32, 

64, 128. Each center having between 3-

12 trainers and an average of 100 students. The students would be in groups of 12 with 8-10 groups 

trained each year. Use existing curriculum to start with, adapt and refine on the fly, add local assign-

ments and experiences-in-community, test curricula and delivery. Rapid growth and iteration, mainly 

grant-funded, with some self-supporting aspects. Ideally train  up to 24,000 workers in this first four 

years (1600 + 3200 + 6400 + 12,800) 

 

2020-2023— Consolidate the methodology, adapt and indigenize the curriculum.  Slowly become lo-

cally funded and self-supporting, get continuous feedback to the central training website, develop 

strong branding and products. Monetize products and distribute revenue among training centers. 

128 centers x 100 each = training 12,800 Christian workers per year = 51,200 in 4 years 

 

2024-27— Train another 51,200 workers, move to totally self-

supporting, further refine curriculum and methodology to be fully 

indigenous and experiential. In the end it becomes an autonomous 

movement informed by a high-quality digital curriculum and experts 

in indigenous pedagogy. 

 

Total Trained = 126,400 

Create  -  Deliver  - Train - Catalyze 

Information Is Digital 

Formation Is Personal 

Cost to student less than $30 per month, 

delivery must work in low-bandwidth areas, 

must not require expensive buildings or li-

braries, no copyright restrictions (Creative 

Commons resources), device independent 

formats e.g, Text, PDF, html and MP3 audio. 

Focus on oral learners. Move with the movers, 

train those we trust, trust those we train. 

The aim is to equip Bible-believing, Spirit-

filled grass-roots Christian leaders to plant 

churches and transform their communities 

through digital information and personal 

spiritual formation in small groups. Leaders 

are trained in their context and develop bibli-

cal knowledge and practical skills in ministry. 




